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Oh environment. Oh balloon.

 Neon semen tastes like dead Clark Kent, no saving us from 
children’s parties and other ebulliencies. 

 It doesn’t matter, we think it’s great, sitting drunk watching 
the ether waiting for strain crystallization and the following 
vortex. 

Oh sucking. Oh sucking sounds.

 Giant blipping dildos with mirrored bangles cratering soil, 
the fractures of authenticity, voices across the fire at the camp. 

 I do not like this cloud or this cloud, but this nimbostratus is 
just right, fuck the virga and cloak me redolent of pine.

Oh weenie roast. Oh tin dioxide.

 Voltaic you and voltaic me, these stupid blessings from a 
nothing that always frowns, and rightly so.

 The exposure’s tilt will always obscure the background, no 
matter the fixative utilized figuratively or otherwise.



Oh milepost. Oh photograph.

Oh siesta. Oh Lionel Richie.

Oh its attempts to writhe its way in. Oh fuck, our failures.
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Drains to Bay
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It is in the present and there is no memory. 
Seeing is not memory either.

 — Leslie Scalapino, Defoe
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In impasse of possible obliterate, there is unrecognizable bagged mammalian 
flesh percolating into the pavement. Or the sky, daubed in alloy orange and 
industrial byzantium, two horns issuing below and ricocheting against rotted 
boards of the trestle. Alongside, inedible fruits fall88 to a dust that is a patina 
of residence in this zone, a precursor. 
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The containers’ brief repose past concertina wire, syncopated reverse signals 
in phase. Bled across freeway to stoop, an example of aural intersectionality 
and its recipients, the mashed slurring of a man’s uneasy gait and ground-in 
exhaust. As we are alive in a potency of oil, veins entangle in squatted creak, 
and blocking filaments’ softness, shades irrupting.
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Take note of flies ceaseless and unarticulated, plywood as medium hardly 
distracting from singe creep, plastic gallon bags curdling in three-wheeled 
shopping carts. The din of the Distribution Center hollows out the swept 
cardboard and milk crates scraping the median. Billowing tarp, perhaps insig-
nia. No forecasts of anything akin to dew. The hills’ manses. Ochre’s promise.
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A mound of dirt cycling through sporadic bloom and plummet, excavator 
tracks. Exploded microwaves pushed onto frontage road, blanched view from 
what was worker parking. Liquidated novelties like gull shit on chrome grille. 
Crimson yawps froth on tarry sand and our diurnal removal and burn of 
suits, a saline shower. Entropied shack roof. 
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Above the island at war, tufts recline in slow wind and container ships’ moans 
roll. Thus sleeping under the overpass is as sleeping next to the ocean, a 
whooshing constancy marked by tides’ bodies. This is a vista, and the drink 
you hold glows in the benzenated alloy orange of the crepuscule, and it 
affects you, it isn’t just your disease but another. Welcome mats unfurl, a scum 
slickens, and the lips also.
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The siege environment filming your retinae, hides stretched between plum 
trees in the yard. Bricks chatter regarding their witness, floodlights dulling the 
strokes of engines conflagrant, splintered wood, pissed mattress. Skin traipsed 
in a crushed glass sheen, the small seismicity of carcasses. Silence not extant, 
there is slow deflation, landed. Sinked chevrons, as below, so is.
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To figure goggles dense enough to shield the corneas from afternoon 
sun’s reflection off the high-rises.

There are mucked pillows exploded on every street corner.

The fences are altered every few years to be taller, more repellent and 
fashionable in materials.

A grassy lot’s meaning changes according to its geographical situation.

Here it is all regarding a tradition carried forth that is erasure commin-
gled with dense pandering thickets of naming.

Decay can contain its most unsettling moments in its repurposing, which 
is why it is a level of pornography.

Our breaths are lost and heaving in the small, lime-strewn creases which 
form the boundaries here.

Finance’s thalliform will not concern itself with hundreds of candles or 
its complicity in their too-occasional eruption on sidewalks.

An exception can ever be found if one strolls in a manner befitting an 
overcast morning.
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The latest is driving refuse to a place of childish colors enclosing a digi-
tal portfolio complex.

Experiences in the sublimity of karesansui demand an individual with 
nimble fingers and lock-picking proficiency.

Inevitably, more compounds arrive daily, buttressed against secure 
parking.

To wash brick surfaces is a stupid undertaking.

He often bleeds as vomit trickles then pools in freshly-manicured 
sapling boxes.

One can stop in the street and hardly imagine the decibel level of what 
was viaduct.
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What was meant to be said was facile, in that a house is not a home but 
canyon or alleyway, wires auguring sky. To place a board over the ocean as it 
rains, to keep your rooms dry in winter, when the dog barks the memory of 
crouching near reflected lamps, your hand, another pulse. The palpitation of 
metal, the gondolier’s slack precision in laps of rifle green.
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As the flats expand in fulvous resistance towards breeds committed to 
gridlock, to be a thing of style you must be a wire cutting the view from 
telephone pole to marsh; thus, to be a thing of style you must be abandoned. 
In the sinking, a desiccated silver reigned by bleach of light, a twisted mirror 
shard. That postcards were once sent. Lack of road, rising from the rushes 
ballast, a stupefaction.
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Despicable sun invigorating bereavement as shreds of smaze wisp to ap-
poximations of turquoise. Can we converse about blood smeared on gravel, 
or perhaps the spoken sentence of crushed maple leaves? Lunching crowds 
mock inhabitability, yet the passing dignification of a slow gait proliferates 
because of who you are, sharply roasting skin and gutters eyed.
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The idea from which all theory extends sprawled in reeking opacity, the 
motion of the body lifting itself from realms of taupe. Churn of wheels 
in the ruts of cringe, defunct manifest tracing a burnt fault, a hissing 
revenant of labor. Stalks crunching with lead. Kicking a can for some 
miles, you are susceptible as the rest to dwelling in the economy of 
your shadow.
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Every focal point of bodies meeting involves exchange.

The lack inherent in such interactions shreds the empathic nodes over 
dry years and years, as if spirit of fire-prone hillside grasses.

Despite brief respites wet with resurgent love, those locales brimming 
with shared ferocity remain repositories for refuse blown in from the 
matrix of bureaucracy and foghorns lowing in sarcophagal waters.

This is meant to refer to buildings shattered along the arterial orbit of 
semis.

A foraging instinct is of course perpetuated, abreast to bioluminescent 
pools of dead.

Finding a nail, one always wonders from where it arrived, why the hands 
find solace in a nail.

Finding a rail, one always wonders for what it came, assessing the prior 
history of industry so close to the mains.
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Architecture firms and vernacular variety assures a disjuncture in feeling 
traversing block by block, as institutional forms of steel and redwood 
monument the flopsy neons and off-greys of actual live structure.

No dismissal of the tents or refuge of shrubs dew-licked can exist.
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So as to better skiptrace moisture’s corpse, you heave a slippy couch to the 
makeshift summit and settle into some kalimotxo. Beyond unctuous tide 
and squall of trade, the incarcerated juttings in murk, what progress has been 
marched. There emerges a frame of reference for the structure of this smoke, 
its frottage with our garments and exposed pores, a darling of the blank 
monolith set.
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In adaptation’s stew, the wild geese flutter unfazed, diminishing a modicum 
of hatred they reserve so that to scum-spoon their fucked oasis would seem 
righteous. Clarity then tells you the disappearance of a certain village by blue 
hands, red hands. The slow fall then crash of metal that will eventually pass 
into the heavenly market enclosure, reifying the garotte plain in head offices’ 
imaginal sanctuary.
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Veins cycling through glyphosate treatments branch into unforeseen nos-
talgias for verdant pitches shocked in halogen.

An element of the panegyric heaves through all speech acts.

To struggle in a loud manner is thus a reification of struggle, a becoming 
distasteful to those weaned on tidy centers of vision.

Few doubt that porcelaneous variations are packed with quieting rayon 
blankets. 

Now a living is preyed upon, evidenced by unmoored shopping cart 
cages strewn about the perimeter,

signifying mere minutiae in a history furthered by squander.

The strategy appears to swing on hinges that preclude entrance or exit.

In a plume of cellophane, a lake can be found.
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The shift towards a polymerization of all manner of carriage is linked to 
impromptu roadside barbecue culture, that of steadying cinder blocks and 
scrap pallets. What is not remembered is that the locations of the interstitial 
remain clenched in those who make it their domicile. Pawed-over fabric and 
all the compact discs that have ever been run over by automobiles, veritable 
Karakorams of tangled blind.
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Explaining` sudden virescence sheathed sheds a strangeness onto the 
conversation regarding ownership.

The confines are immaterial, as a set of eyes can absorb through a 
modicum of wandering the staunch openings and peeled greys’ idiot 
chainmail.

It remains that astride color’s imaginal and gravel shards a spectre rises 
demanding legitimation.

There will always be an adamant sorrow in these proceedings, and pi-
quance of wastewater.

To utter that there are no targets and all targets.

A sense of the arterial arrangement facilitates the notion of a saturnine 
provenance, the release and tension emanating wherefrom.

In exalting a past mired in hum and crank, the prefabs perform a lesson 
in appropriation, its lower thresholds still distasteful.

This is to say nothing of manicured invasion stretching into trucked-in 
manure, as if in attempt to design a further lopping from.
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Access to the voices here demands the ears grope the sidewalk or lean 
into a car window, as specific lapses in the record make obvious.

He approaches along a singular of multitudinous desire paths, combing 
back his hair wet from the sinks.

Lackadaisically one can squint into afternoon’s plunge.
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In being not dissimilar to a mirror. The fens remain turnt-up, sitting in sick 
flows resulting from a dearth in their psychology. Given over to transport 
culture’s neuronal heirarchy, glimpse shallow strips of shelter, it being the end 
that presides over all building. Justified thus, hammer the locks and act as a daily 
eviction, such unfortunate precautions’ deep beige.
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As collisions are prerequisite, hounds’ teeth stay bare and emerging from the 
derelictions stacked in chintzy daub. Ever a need for more storage to splay 
open the files on exit wounds, texture of grey matter marinading stately 
jacketed lead. Lack rolling by in various transporation modes, or cordoned by  
crush of all available units. Now a clench where there were sloppily drenched 
movements, this corner a grave all days hence.
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To examine the acoustic phenomena of gallops of expletives over dense 
urban radii.

The prowess of the confinement complex within these seemingly arbi-
trary territorialities is packaged and tucked into the common lexicon.

We still have a few years left as we remain hoofing through shit.

This is another way of referencing ever-growing myxomatous winds 
leaving cupcake shops and prams in their wake.

Larceny fits a form that bulges.

Speaking towards a theory of buildings on fire is tantamount to raising 
an idea of speculative conspiracy.

In a zone thus distorted, the click of heels or metallic hurl act as propellant.
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Thrust thus, one presages wanderers stumbling on marked chunks of con-
crete, a cipher’s scabbing incomprehensible. That bodies once shaped fill here, 
medallions strung from branches, threadbare tarps suckling a nearness of soil. 
What venn of refuse and refuge, shards in cathedral shaded by sago palms, a 
warm hold left to shore, pinnacle chill.
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A mere two syllables spoken thus in a tradition of hambone, a code that 
swarms against and sways non-chalant, alters a scape such that a crowd 
forms.

Some small respites in manufactured baggies collect dew then cloud in 
humid airiness at eastern sun.

The streets are too quiet tonight.

False metal is abundantly easy to sneak into or through.

Concentrations in the style here involve what options but, concrete ever 
shuttling the fucked conclusion of warm and cool whirl light.

Reflecting life frequencies, traps of logic are set.

Honorifics do not explain foundations, a wild juke of ghosted blood 
sinewing ply facing a Stalin replica’s immense conventional grey.

In drudge travel, many fists, the solder of beginning shifting as one stares 
through keyed west window.

Another definition might be: a 1-4-5 lowing, a streetcar phantasia, an 
obliterated orchestration.
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In Brazen Fontanelle Aflame

in memory of Peter Culley
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rolling on the edge of the nest 
rolling on the knife-edge

of the bloodfouled West 

— Kenneth Irby, To Max Douglas
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The ability to discern particularly,

cult of glass, cult of dirt, cult of 

strike me from the record pounding

in our shared struggling ambience,

deep malaise evident in soles shuffling

over the plaques, under what was forced

urban redevelopment and what remains

a banshee, glimpses of softer terminology,

thus: renewal

thus: curettage
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Indecision as to ‘piecemealed’ or ‘shattered’ irrelevant 

to vernacular’s state, as both describe accurately

such progress: living life in a blow-up storage facility,

its sheet metal carefully wrinkled. Observing the lots and their destinies,

the discarded stoicism of overgrown grass, imagining

what the levellers will happen upon or till into new foundations.
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But what is a grown man doing riding a children’s bicycle

down the street at three in the morning? Why does it matter?

He glides past the gold Pontiac blocked-up with its tinted windows 

smutty, whistling. No questions at this time, no muggin’ at me

at this time, easy. Weaves and wigs heaped next to a Monopoly 

board missing all its houses, the implications of that absence

being testament to conurbation’s prowess as virus, shifting loads

of small sovereigns and screen glows. Run your hands over

and over the samey faux, twine and reclaimed pine soft or crisp

filtered in hollowed signification, rote points of sale and beards,

flat white hegemony. What uninymic adjectives or pronouns 

will be in next year’s bumper crop of reified conscious wallet openings?
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Sombrero. Andromeda. Magellan. Lagoon. Ptolemy. Whirlpool. Cigar.

To feel embarassed for the fremdschämen of the galaxies’ side-eyes

aimed at what we have continued to determine as singular life-forms,

as if respiration mattered an atom celestially-speaking, this a colony

and a colony and a colony and down to microscopic beads of blood,

the altitude of weapons’ plethoric a stacked labyrinth of shudder.

No one in this stripmall understands Chochenyo, yet we breathe

in benzene dust unthinking. Tide recedes and the oysters we suckle

down our throats are imported, and also the nachos, and mezcal 

that forms the basis of this chain restaurant’s pale clientele, doused.

Small sample size this, with its boring aggression framing a yen

for fault realignment everywhere, murder recognition at every pace.
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So destroy the key content terms in the word bank of the junior high

social studies workbook page found weighed with glass and mud:

mercantilism, cash crops, charter, democratic, Mayflower Compact,

slave trade. Their euphemistic politesse betrays their multifibrous 

synaptic leads to the singular key content term left screamingly

untouched: genocide, fresh, wholesale, on various installment plans

and in perpetuity. Go to trackside, go to the rez beyond blackjack,

go to Ghosttown west or Ghosttown east, go to north Yuma, figure

Sandtown, or most of the town surrounding Hamtramck, go anywhere. 

Just don’t attempt to track a buffalo, or navigate by the heavens,

or cup your hands in any streambeds. Depredation omnidirectional,

invisible digits trash heuristics, cataclysm’s open road and burnt rubber

one long drift across the continent, though it will not get peoples’ asses 

into theater seats. Pointing towards immense complicity does not yield

healthy opening weekend box-office receipts, and from that time-stamp

there is swift mortality. Slam that burger and get the rifles, heard howling

near the pens, a common refrain not printed on whimsical tees snapped

up by the new flannel class, ironic distance just distance as decades wear.
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Timepiece, handwritten inspirational note, latte rosetta, rain boots, 

spruced-up bicycle frame with flower basket, battered luggage, bifocals.

When true simplicity is gained, all of these things will become charred

remains, and we who cannot afford expensive lifestyle magazines 

for ghosts, we will bare the teeth in all our scarcity, waiting for the bus

that winds north-south, over the abundant pilfering’s continuing light

emittances. Why is this man wheeling a double-seated pram through

the streets at daybreak? What is the standard of value in a pursuit 

such as this, besides global indexes of non-precious metals? A meal

of meat, a can of poison, a modicum of safety, a pursuit of destruction.

There is the sport of hunting anguish in bloom, but its supple gums

flash at every blink, and thus the grand game quickly obviates itself.
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The cranes rise. Below, lips are slaked with water from Shasta caverns

transported via tanker to bottling facilities in Japan and then imported

back to whatever bodega suits suits’ fancy, set adrift on free markets’

bliss. Let’s pretend the earth’s not sinking in the Valley. Let’s shovel

buckets of unrefined shale gas and corn and almonds down our gullets.

Let’s get all our bath salts together and smoke them in a steamy jacuzzi

then go HAM on some faces ambulating the spires of technology

apparition-like, yucking the yum of accumulated bro-flesh, uploading

the footage to a darknet dropbox. Imposition after imposition waterfall

and this is where our quarrel arrives, coated in mist. How much rice

is wasted in futile attempts to leech moisture out of cellular devices,

how sentience is overrated anyway, left swipe the semblance of breath

as a manner of continuing the century’s calcifying of the somatic.

Or place yourself in an open expanse of ballast, small monadnocks,

pampas grass softening the scene downy yellow. The front unit

whistles and chugs, so gutting and gutted, the echo against overpass.

Drink beer. Fly a kite. Take a shit in a bucket by the side of the road

giving the finger to passers-by gawking at your genitals in the wind.
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Not being sympathetic to pigeons displays a lack within a person

akin to poo-pooing admiration of ancient upright pianos, 

as if immense risk at all times meant nothing, the privation

nothing, the cooing songs dappling out in goddamned sun

and jasmine, the movement of the shoulders trotting the lots

to Aretha out a car, glass splay booted, the yell, pavement a tape

unspooling in melancholic flutter. It raises a certain lovely spectre

of durability resisting obsolescence, here where Edwardians sink

and leak in rare spittle, yet their groans are maniacal laughter

at the puking modernism increasingly cluttering the skies,

where the shades are drawn and the streets are not the streets,

but mere vectors for subliminal culture massage, that sort of harm.

Where is this man in rags sliding to on a jacked-up Razr scooter

in burnt afternoon? This life of leisure explains, setting up between

the domicile and the corner and the store, sweating like a fat wrap,

pumping tires in miasmic exhaust. How richesse slinks in and out

and in, thinking of the hills’ monotony of vista and that awe 

of general despondence, cursed peninsula and rats in palms,

the fucking cranes rise, as do the bouncy castles on Saturdays,

generator hurl. Dawn, far chainsaw jangle refining highway strip,

these stains folded into bioacoustics astride the ridge’s top,

the sumptuous rattlings of the eucalyptus crowded as elsewhere.
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There is no such thing as an ear in solitude, and this is dismal,

this permeability, indicating little left to adventure towards.
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Thus, the list of people who disappeared mysteriously, last seen carrying 

muddy coffees into the weeds beyond the pylons plastered 

with flyers. Last seen crouching in a tent adjacent to interchange.

Last seen dozing in shrubs surrounding the Pilot. Last seen barefoot

in a shack, dumbly staring at a train. Last seen in possibility, clubbed 

by data packets, charity bananas, cardboard wheeled by luxury sedans

that honk constantly. Juicy stakes rivulet down chins and orange bile

crowds swept sidewalks, we’re so fucked up and we’re going to rage

later on the massive burial ground. Everlasting shrug at toe dirt, 

empire’s hygiene regimen, everly scrubbing to conclusion of potatoes

being gnawed upon by field mice in the wreck of detached bird wings,

airplane vodka drained, takeout containers, twigs, ads for day labor.
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And now I find myself in tedium, my inner resources not sapped

but subject to the truncheon of the diurnal stew of continuing,

lapping the blocks clogged with all us vehicularly housed, the dog

snorting at all turds as I throw hers over fresh construction’s cyclone, 

game lights in the park again. Whereas our remnants dumped, whereas

sewage and red cups, whereas the long view of bleating distortion 

off the street in noon, reefer hum at the DHS inspection facility,

cords of redwood marinating under the on-ramp, the insoluble 

explosion of lupine every spring in this fracture. It is the era

of the familiar as intractable, so often battling the itch of site,

discarded mattresses like sentries to a complacency extant so long

as rambling is negated, scoping new interstices to shack into.

Maybe this is a lethargy, to want away from the consistent 

residue of woe that’s slathered over every settling hem and alteration

to the streets and people in them, to rally towards a distance

still awash in crimson but not active and vicious in vampyrics

and their broadcast, as if there were any ideas besides social war

marathons rampaging my skull, as if escape hatches.

Perhaps at issue is collective memory as suckling pig, forgetfulness

purposive. That the old station did not stay hulking and reconstructed

as filmic fetish, that we never slatted through its guts, fingers’ rusty

run along wrought-iron railings of departure. That my temple 
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couldn’t rattle with the vibrating jungle, eye-to-eye with rigs and rat shit

and trifles of dirt, handover to emulation as nearly accomplished.
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The Monterey pine that sentineled the corner, seen for miles, is felled

but exists here now, its deep gnarls and oceanic needled sweptness,

it being a once and future collaborator. Will we be its last speakers?

Is there a defiance here, a refusal to allow such excisions? Let’s begin

a chatroom about conkers, maybe cut-and-paste some crocuses 

onto kids’ foreheads as an entreaty to bathe eyes in waxy splendor,

in optics of fibre carrying information mediated only by chlorophyll

and the views from Polaris. How else to expunge the thrumming

of feeds and blather from the eyelids, how else to force the feet

to touch pavement, to display the subtle movements of twigs,

women conversing on the stoop, the man carburetor-fumbling, 

alleys filled with patting cats, fences nosed by dogs, the minutiae

that forms the reports outside of narratives established and codified.

This is not to suggest a shield, but rather to engage in empathics,

so that the body on the ground is felt, and ricochets back and forth

in time for the viewer’s limbic duration, whereupon it is inherited,

multi-generational accomplices forgoing staid patterns of whatever

in favor of a busting forth and out in a palatial, treasonous moiré.
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Threshing Hem of Storms 
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“The nomad, unlike the sedentary, refuses 
to learn how to fix things, how to intervene 
to halt or slow down the natural process of 
disintegration. He accepts nothing more than 
dissolution. Yet, it seems, always comes the 
moment of the dissolution of dissolution, the 
moment when dis-solution begins to ask for a 
solution. Then he goes away.” 

—  Jalal Toufic, Distracted
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There is mud there, yes, rutted mud puddled drive despite swerves, and a 
child glaring. 

This is the way slaughter operates then, so yes, still the child wearing 
only underwear on a muddy red bicycle and all these fucked trailers. 

One finds a grimace observing totem pole keychains, as though the glare 
doesn’t make obvious my complicity, still-clean windows of the rental 
car remain cleansed in the ridge’s rain, Dad driving. 

A genre of dread is looking at a mountain, then, floes of red sprawl and 
this is all the soil, and exactly where are we sitting. 
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The occasion you used an ATM on LSD for the first time convinced 
you of something, yet you continued to take LSD and use ATMs. 

It sure is a nice day, historic elms and oaks, the oppression of every 
archway as one walks around it and it will not vanish. 

Sometimes there is a feeling that there is no bunker anywhere despite 
the bloated canned goods circulating, and then there’s Disco Steve 
drinking wine deep deep deep inside, deep deep down inside. 

Forget bears resemblance to skin against bare mattress as the body 
stretches, or maybe whatever bird is singing there, the big problem 
where only some are punched upon waking and then in orchestra-
tion throughout the duration then da capo al fine the big problem 
where only some are punched upon waking and then in orchestration 
throughout the duration then. 

And the joking grail of coda.
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You don’t know spirited ‘til tweakers hymning along to rock music 
regarding the crucifixion in a Cheyenne fleabag, highway’s hovering 
Blackhawk and the convoy, these eraser names’ hideous conscription. 

Further towards universality, everything is always already a trap house 
with its singular door and particle-board windows. 

It is just that we adore fooling others and by extension ourselves, the 
pool filled with dirt and chemicals, slung styrofoam bodega cups, all the 
mold in those pantries. 

There is a stream-bed somewhere in the valley where white spiders 
must flow as if a font, there are the loaded Humvees, there is stadium 
faith’s tonal aporia, the coquelicot gradient then blind cerulean gradient 
of the steppe.
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Your checkout person today was “self,” so thanks for the canned chili, 
tuna, and rice, self. 

At a moment when your friend suffers from scorbutic gums, the ob-
scenity of paying for food is ever more plain, lines for feeds slithering for 
blocks, and all these white people with toast can fuck off. 

Trodding for miles up and down a mountain highway bevvied up on 
cardboard is a type of existence, crystals and long flowing hugs in the 
natural grocery store aside. 

We cannot all be Bling Bling or Thomas from Grand Rapids, though we 
could call each other family and mumble about Felix Mitchell, or we 
could slumber in the woods behind the Ray’s Food Place with a mutt 
named Sergeant Rocko.

Depravity and stump levels seem directly proportional: off-ramp, park, 
crude path marred by ATVs, vivisected lot sibilations, sun hitting the 
summit.
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The bunchgrass-obscured building slung low on mesa made virtuous 
the plight of wanting to be left alone, a kernel’s sedate unfolding in the 
temporal lobe. 

Thus, sunburnt men with secret crops parked along the feeder resemble 
the paranoia inherent in utopic ideation, as if ‘breach’ and ‘parcel’ were 
not cuddle buddies.

What Tom Petty songs were made for is lost on metrocentricity, hitting 
cruise control and rubbing one’s eyes while bashing past burly grain bins’ 
unresolved silhouettes a linament, albeit one concocted upon a convenient 
parallax, the short line of covered hoppers chugging in for loads.

For lack of signal we wander, and then my heart with pleasure fills or 
whatever, brief erasure of the stammered ping inculcation trusted as 
scrap bridge over the wash.
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There must be a religion based on living in lofts with motion-activated 
security lighting as there must be a pervasive unease, sight the disco-
theque with attached bourbon lounge of days hence.

So many hours of productivity are lost to the market for used car batter-
ies, and maybe we should applaud that, oh simple morning profanities, 
an exhausted lung and stroke scents.

The end of the month mattresses have become more enticing, but only 
because of a wider acceptance of polyurethane, the sighs of neglected 
straw and wood and unplucked sentient ducks and geese fluttering.

There’s “and Life” crossed out on the Jane Jacobs tome, maybe we should 
applaud that and ponder what future generations of architecture students 
will term ‘vernacular,’ full frontal fitness juicery and spa, waxed cardboard 
in humid conditions.
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Quilted fog in the valley makes less obsequious the remote road to 
peonage cluttered with boulders and  gates perhaps overzealous in their 
multiplicity.

This is not to dismiss as docile the lifted pickups careening through the 
trenches, but instead to deduce that the big house is continuously the 
big house and to damn what charity arrives from it in a dream of blaze.

As an extension, it is still an economy, and to declaim otherwise is des-
potism lined with fat cash rolls sprayed with diesel, glutted on noisome 
delusions that also ripple through the fiberoptics of board rooms, as if a 
more nuanced view.

The mirror does not falter, as made explicit by the burgeoning parking 
lots of budget hotels, getting lit as fuck drinking the sick-hued hot tub 
water mixed with bourbon, the dumb strumming ricocheting deep 
towards dawn.

Bald eagles’ calls are not the long and splendid tones throated by red-
tailed hawks, but pukey coughs evincing harsh malaise amidst the slack 
logic of perpetual soaring.
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Always the open boxcar on the siding, then water tower, then shoots 
from the spring, then thinning timber, then ungracious maze of manza-
nita and treeline.

Where depression is now was once a bracing soak, begin a shuttling of 
vision northwards to the electrified cyclone guarding the processing 
plant that flings its wares into every watery convenience, westbound 
caught but lasting interminable.

I’ll be there spiritually, I’ll be there in a smalltown bowling alley robust, I’ll 
be there bleak paths, I’ll be there as the connective white mat striating in 
hush beneath ponderosan floor.

The scintillating fact of decomposition reminds us as our eyes inspect this 
fur, this feces balled with fur, this oxidized paint bucket sunk, this notion 
that there is no limit to depth of refuse, the blankness in prefiguring what 
will be antiquities if a thing.
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Sitting on a crate aside spigot behind the dull liquor store is a hustle, a 
marquee of luxe squalor to the Friday night crowd tossing singles and 
cool cans then shrinking back to their tracts. 

What is being proposed is that sympathies dwell in a ribboned imaginal 
of abandon, the corporeal embodiment of which tugs stupidly a la “Little 
Pink Houses” or similar canon, a fodder for soggy fantasies slathered on 
old glory duvets.

Similarly, lead paint flakes off a truss bridge into the swimming hole.

We come to rest in some bushes, in this war, in somber but kinetic 
displacement, in a piss-cluttered bando, in a rest stop washroom, in a 
deadfall trap that is the surround, this maw that froths with unadorned 
bigotry and plain surveillance.
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A modicum of comfort arrives from this fresh dead road ending in 
a field of mullein, just as that same comfort is frothed meandering 
carports of decomposing subdivisions, sweet balm ground with exhaust 
particulates, skin scraped on disused sidewalks.

I’m the man on the silver mountain, but really I’m the man driving a 
Subaru with the mountain in all my mirrors, skating off the interstate 
to slumber in river fog, a specimen of funereal roar.

All the discount bins brim with guns, bald eagles, and all-caps intimida-
tors, sugar puke of fresh-baked cookies wafting through to the showers 
at full capacity.

The refuse rests unaltered as there is ever grey and ever feasting, trucker 
urine turning in the day, tread whipping’s slithering in rifled streetlight, a 
darker heaving over that dark moving you as an animal, fresh tracks hover 
the cabin’s morning door.
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The future of logistics is in dayglo nests tangled and hidden under roots, 
torn vest threads secreted away to a rave at the hibernation locale, radio 
hiss of backwoods hootenanny. 

If you build a fire they’re gonna find you eventually, fleece throws rag-
ged with butterfly patterns emanate from the windows of the hoopty 
Explorer a bit off-path, fresh trash scattering pavement argument, and 
there’s the unspoken complication of the term “drug-induced” in this 
matrix, ever etcetera.

Memory of reading eruptive then, fog enhancement slipping in and out 
of its stockings and looking like some plus sublimation or faulty curtain, 
wanting to squat Berssenbrugge and Tuttle’s land and host clandestine 
jug wine parties in their guest quarters.

“Aaaah” exhale, ongoing recovery of broken, recuperative prowess strung 
up and down the elevations, sandy evenings forecast, a shit vibe because 
the mimetics of grey light so euthanized in song.
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Choosing violences is not cedar’s shade against beaten fence, nor is it the 
unique crunch of auto glass trotting backstreets, but it is of necessity, and 
thus explains constancy of dropout ideation, the butchery of our lovely 
moments in sun or snow.

Burrows proliferate as RVs are splatted to fall to weather, we could 
take the galleries and fill them with shotgun shells and rusted cans 
of Falstaff, “blurring distinctions of use and condition” whisper the 
reviews.

The drippings are caught by stacks of old industry lad rags and thread-
bare cotton rips from one white poplar to another, what sombre flattery 
of the buttes.

An uncontrollable toboggan is kissing cousin to most relational outputs, 
screaming timber roads ‘round midnight, ineffable thought harbor with 
massive slip wreckage as unfortunate psychological inevitability.

Horrible boundaries correlate to the horror of boundary, that ponder 
and the threshing hem of storms.
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Flailsome
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My grief is no accident. I am hovering 
between plunder and awe.

— Lisa Robertson, XEclogue
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A bruising concept draped over lowlander valley bellies resembling a 
sluice brimmed with pesticides  and, no longer a concept, that which 
signals an abattoir, the blood-slick ubiquity inhered in consciousness, 
beings repulsed by our own visages, these meager scrapings of language.

Meaning: let us embrace this villainy. 
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In my investment portfolio is rain and unhulled rice on the roadside,

my dividends the tarps slapping shacks’ corrugated rooftops.

When the river rises, do you feel its pressures?

I find myself in a no resplendent with borage and the carcasses of bees,

a trough fashioned from lowed lumber confiscated

from the entropy and brittle skulls in fields’ thrivings.

These are the fractal slopes of culture

the dust washing down the grit and south

an aperitif of faint heat-brained remembrance

and a still that shredded and collects on one’s skin. 
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I’m fashioning a knot from fragments of melted litter.

There’s the slaw of eye-nodding with the pickers smoking beside the 
white van.

An ideation of porches and their plume.

To where I am gravel.

The dream of taciturn veins moves down alleys.

May bad ends rule this state.
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I harbor a distinct and calm nostalgia not for the previous century

but its typography’s hope and descendants.

So I am weeping at a painting of a watermelon on particle board.

I am weeping at cool slabs of fog roiling the savannah.

I am floating Main Street then into traffic as seems seasonally rational.

The raucous fiddle of the cingulate cortex is muted by attrition war 

with cash’s monotones.

I sit on the bench and observe the frame

collecting leaves are posing for a mood 

and the breakage dwelling within it. 
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Wanting to address the delectable mosses softening

the former enclosure’s basalt marks an aesthetic,

and I step over barbed wire pinching the loam.

To be party to rust.

To be party to the ripples of dead howling

reverberating the wet canyon’s walls.

To lounge in this serration of feeling,

continuing to walk yet this boneyard.
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Sigh out the fortress in the propellant smudges 

of slaughter and buckthorn pigment

of the distinguished ripe gun

of a bruise’s mouthfeel as

a child in the museums eyes drugged

in mythic labor and its attendant bashes

in inebriate focus and jonquil

in vestigial falsity and pliant tendresse

desiccated oak boards sashaying the run.
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It is minor descant of discarded boots and cedar that keeps me prone

the still-warm fawn coated and limp as supplication 

the dog gnawing on some tossed limb

the ideology inhered in the fluids drubbing our pores.

We fix the antenna and that is thunder and the blues waving the air.

Yet the question of whether we will grow beyond the gate insists

we gather at Mud Creek and slice 

foraging for what we desire to lose.

What straddles this ponderous curtain of soil and bark?

I furnish dust with fever by headlamp and attempt to contain this study 
in duets of loss

the admixture of rubber and hirsute wet iron streaking bravo’ed fantasias

pondering how long it would take to walk from here.
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The swelter of numbness is a charge

to lift myself from afternoon’s density of humming wires

a depaysement of languor and colour studies gone soporific.

Can I instill in myself a desire to thread through a circuit 

whose flow I cannot alter? How do I taste?
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One could describe its flatness in a sybaritic yawn

then inhaling a flame then smoldering.

In observation, it has ceded even a shrug 

in favor of a permanent installation of taut mouths and shut knuckles

hurtling a granular two-track in perpetual duplicitous figurines

shocked upon these maps

these melodious battlements. 

I list at the bricks and daub

at the trembling scorched dome

at the dulled corner of thirst’s monument

from a shallow patchwork cavern

cushioned by succulents and thrashed judgment

ignoble and phalanxed by swarms of hides 

trodded deep and matted across remains of tilth.
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As the scene is reified so is the churlish tone

and this evinces the haunt of no friendlies

the shaky provenance of supposed divisions in rhetoric

between the dishroom and the orchard.

Slug tongue along the plate and I’ll recline

lackadaisically hulling almonds 

shaking for rot in this evening’s rogue pink. 
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Whose lives are wanderings in the dark

as it strolls down the esplanade’s furrow?

Hard work and pressing poverty prevail.

It is laborious itself to reflect the slurring greens

feeling the shudder of knotted lumbar and intercostal strain

the hands reaching and clenching, releasing

reaching and clenching, releasing

reaching and clenching, releasing

reaching and clenching, releasing

reaching and clenching, releasing

until temporality is a surfeit of repetition

and torment’s in the way the hand moves 

at dawn drawing back the curtain.
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In a febrile grammar of ripe persimmon and buff

there is meditation on the manses of collagen ever underfoot

throated in leaves’ shouts and tremors.

This is to speak towards when we gather ‘round the fire barrels

and our emotional viscosities foam on shoals

flagrant, flagrant canopic vivement in the reeds

and smoke’s mirroring senility in its despised, sublime comfort.
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It is many perfect spheres of black jade

and it is a chorus of enough.

It is a body’s erratic pulse in a distant town

and it is an empty can pealing down a rural highway.

It is the dialect of shrieking children that carries

and it is the turgid creeks slopping.

It is a parcel of thought impossible to open

and it is whirred defection from a stability.

It is bounty and the taste of nitrogen

and it is recalling a sonorousness of sirens.

It reposes. 

It declines.

It jars itself.

It is what one could call a gallery

and it is a catalog you never signed up for 

but continue to absorb upon its arrival

looking out the window and coughing.
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Addendum:

Seventeen Rounds
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1.

In the first extant journal of David Wojnarowicz’s, he writes:

“Are you alone?

Are you alone? asked the man and his wife as I trudged past 
their trailer.

Are you alone? asked the gulls.

Are you alone? asked the ocean.

Are you alone? asked the frogs.

If you are alone in this wide earth, then a neighbor is of no 
help.”1

The hypnotic effects of the world we live in have allowed for a prophetic 
tone, not just because being a teenager is always fucking terrible, but be-
cause this line of dread is seen as passe. Perceived naivete, and the labelling 
of thought as naive, is a weapon that is wielded by many influential people 
(and I include corporations) to stifle attempts to dispossess social order. Since 
the hermetic life is hardly possible any longer given the largesse of capitalist 
teletechnology, and since this technology and the society it owns know that 
the best way to keep people on a tight choke is to keep them miserable and 
isolated and obedient, well... Wojnarowicz was right. The neighbor is of no 
help. The neighbor hardly exists. 
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The instances that rupture this state of neighborly non-relation, however 
fleeting or intimate, are part of what drove Wojnarowicz to live as he did, 
knowing that the instances were temporary but somehow allowing for a 
burden to be lifted. Absent rupture, there is little but continued fossilization, 
synonymous with the move towards some imagined future.
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2.  Untitled (Burning Man)

And so the person on fire on an LA freeway or bleeding out in a city 
alley in San Francisco or finding a good day to cook too much heroin in 
Philadelphia. Or, as Wojnarowicz writes in his essay “In the Shadow of the 
American Dream: Soon All This Will Be Picturesque Ruins”,

“When the volume of [war] reaches epic dimensions, and the 
person hearing it fails to connect with another member of the 
same tribe who can acknowledge the sound, that person can one 
day find themselves at the top of a water tower in suburbia armed 
with a high-powered rifle firing indiscriminately at the ants 
crawling around below. That person can one day find himself run-
ning amok in the streets with a handgun; that person can one day 
find himself lobbing a grenade at the forty-car motorcade of the 
president; or that person can end up on a street corner, homeless 
hungry and wild-eyed, punching himself in the face or sticking 
wires though the flesh of his arms or chest.”2

The fever and heat that arrives from interaction, a connection with anoth-
er person— this symptom is what any state apparatus fears most. Boiling in 
the stomach, the bile that could be spewed over all of this lifelessness, this 
civilized doom. It could be said that the only way to live consciously is to be 
constantly on the verge of puking. Meet me at the vomitorium.
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3. Fuck You Faggot Fucker

Maybe after expelling the waste as much as we can, I can slip my hand under 
your shirt, play with your belly, your tongue sliding along my teeth, your 
hands grabbing the tightness in my jeans. It could be like the piers along 
the West Side Highway that Wojnarowicz and thousands of other gay men 
inhabited in the 1970’s and early 1980’s. 

Wojnarowicz returned again and again to the piers not just because it 
satisfied sexual desires, but it satisfied them and a need for connection in a 
way that occupied the past with the present. What is to be made of these 
abandoned hulls, these defunct machines? They are a history that failed, as all 
history fails or dies, like the pterodactyl. But in that failure, Wojnarowicz and 
others built connections sexual and personal, fucking the past by maintain-
ing a physical presence in it, spiting the destruction and waste that  myth-
ical ‘progress’ and those in power have wrought. It is worth mentioning, 
though, that my mentioning the piers as places of sexual freedom is part of a 
myth-building that has little to do with anything today, as any contemporary 
visitor to Manhattan will tell you. Would you like to visit a mall?  Despite the 
futurity of it, I do imagine a day when we can hold hands and walk along the 
burnt shells of PF Chang’s and FYE’s and Forever 21’s, watching the bodies 
float by in the Hudson.
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Still, for now, we are in an alleyway, people walking past us, and my tongue 
is running up and down the veins of your cock, which glides with the faint 
taste of pre-cum, tears in my eyes from how hard your fingers are clenched 
against my nipples.
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4. House (from the Sex series)

A bleakness puncture. In the last interview he gave before he died, 
Wojnarowicz talks about how television puts him into such a rage that 
he would “draw things in front of the screen, like a big dick, so that every 
announcer has this dick going into his mouth, or into his face.”3 Lopping off 
the interactive prostheses that cradle us. Swaddle break.

5.  

 “I have a thousand faces and a thousand names. I am nobody I am every-
body. I am me I am you. I am here there forward back in out. I stay everywhere I stay 
nowhere. I stay present I stay absent.”4 

- Burroughs, The Wild Boys: A Book of the Dead
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6. Silence Through Economics

Cycles form a central frame, but only because they repeat and echo. Birth 
repeats itself and the leaving of earth never lessens with the hours that pass. 
Death is not property, but since people own their own fear, they also feel 
they can own their own deaths. 

“The style is black jade at all seasons.”  writes Berryman.5 Wafting through 
the air, no matter how crisp or lush, is the perfume of rot and decay. Walking 
down 16th Street in the alien white light of mid-afternoon, I see a man from 
the back, raising his arm up outside the Burger King, as if to greet someone. 
Passing him, close enough to reach into his pocket, I hear him whispering 
and see his necrotic hands shaking with coins, silver catching the light and 
blowing out my eyes, the creep of blackening skin scaling his fingertips into 
his palms. Kids screaming at the playground drifting into my ears.

Fear is a part of the permanent collection that most people keep. Crumbling 
as the world is, the struggle to survive appeases most by offering illusions of 
better living. ‘Just hustle a little bit more, just get another shitty job, then I’ll 
be okay, it’ll be fine,’ but that man is still standing there, begging for change, 
hands and body slowly turning dead from syphilis or hypertension or some 
other terrible thing. The wreckage that silence and obedience engenders col-
ors so much movement and effort and time and it is like watching the same 
disaster happen again and again and again. 
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7. Untitled (Burning House)

The reproduction of it can build, though. On the cover of his largest diary 
from his short time in France, Wojnarowicz quotes Gertrude Stein: “Real 
thinking is conceptions aiming again and again always getting fuller, that is 
the difference between creative thinking and theorising.”6 The line is written 
down the spine of a page of music, a sheet of the Rolling Stones’ “Wild 
Horses.” What dragging away? Relentlessness is a mirror.
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8. One Day This Kid

“One day this kid will get larger. One day this kid will come to know something 
that causes a sensation equivalent to the separation of the earth from its axis. One 
day this kid will reach a point where he senses a division that isn’t mathematical. 
One day this kid will feel something stir in his heart and throat and mouth. 
One day this kid will find something in his mind and body and soul that makes 
him hungry. One day this kid will do something that causes men who wear the 
uniforms of priests and rabbi, men who inhabit certain stone buildings, to call for 
his death. One day politicians will enact legislation against this kid. One day 
families will give false information to their children and each child will pass that 
information down generationally to their families and that information will be 
designed to make existence intolerable for this kid. One day this kid will begin to 
experience all this activity in his environment and that activity and information 
will compell him to commit suicide or submit to danger in hopes of being mur-
dered or submit to silence and invisibility. Or one day this kid will talk. When 
he begins to talk, men who develop a fear of this kid will attempt to silence him 
with strangling, fists, prison, suffocation, rape, intimidation, drugging, ropes, guns, 
laws, menace, roving gangs, bottles, knives, religion, decapitation, and immolation 
by fire. Doctors will pronounce this kid curable as if his brain were a virus. This 
kid will lose his constitutional rights against the government’s invasion of his 
privacy. This kid will be faced with electro-shock, drugs, and conditioning therapies 
in laboratories tended by psychologists and research scientists. He will be subject 
to loss of home, civil rights, jobs, and all conceivable freedoms. All this will begin to 
happen in one or two years when he discovers he desires to place his naked body 
on the naked body of another boy.”7
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9. Weight of the Earth Pt. 1

Bound or jarred as specimens, left to entropic forces of rust and mold, slath-
ered-on-cement faces bagged in preparation for the mass grave—these posi-
tions form the true story behind who is in domination of whom. They throw 
up “fake moral backdrops [...] conceived at will and displayed like artifacts 
of the human sensibility as built by a caring god through millions of years.” 
Science, industry, war. Science, industry, war. Science, industry, war. 

Answering this is the will to create one’s own context, a “horizon and landscape 
that is uninfected by the letters and words of ‘law’.”9 Treated as criminals and 
miscreants in need of rules and discipline, throwing off the yoke of authority in 
our own heads is one of the first steps towards some modicum of freedom. The 
matrices of capital and technology and the state will always see us as criminals, 
but tacit acceptance of their definitions is a succumbing to their laws.

Lisa Robertson once said to me and some others that “we must continue to 
write in order to resist the language of genocide.”10 Though there are obviously 
many more ways to resist this language and culture, I think Wojnarowicz would 
have agreed— the making of art and shaping of words, though irrevocably 
wrapped up in hegemonic culture, can allow for newer, freer contexts to arise 
outside of this culture. What must happen then is that these new contexts must 
be guarded. We must be armed to the teeth, and I’m not just talking about 
words or paintings. Sans weaponry, everything is gobbled. Glurped. Gnashed 
into a pulp by the ever-crimson teeth of the civilized world.
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10. Fuck You Faggot Fucker

The story behind this line drawing is one of defiance towards the world 
that would destroy ‘this kid,’ a world that would destroy intimate connec-
tion between two people because it doesn’t fit into a paradigm of futurity, a 
world that is controlled by a few with some yapping neo-nazi programming 
implanted in their craniums. 

Peter Hujar was briefly a lover of Wojnarowicz’s, and eventually theirs be-
came a relationship so strong Wojnarowicz described Hujar as “my brother 
my father my emotional link to the world.”11 

Hujar contracted HIV first. The letter confirming his diagnosis arrived in 
the mail at his loft, a place where Wojnarowicz also spent a lot of time. In the 
shock and silence and rage and knowledge that death was imminent for this 
man he loved enough to call his brother, Wojnarowicz took the letter and 
drew this picture on the back of it. 

The gesture reverberates still. Fuck you, illness. Fuck you, government ignor-
ing this sickness. Fuck you, all those who applaud the deaths of those whose 
desires or problems don’t fit into some torturous idea of what it means to 
be normal. Finally, fuck you life, for giving something that can so easily be 
taken away. And finally finally, I want to fuck you, but first I want to hold you 
to me, and place my drying lips against yours, and feel the warmth of your 
liquids mixing with mine.
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11. “When I put my hands on your body”

The collective history of defiance is also the collective history of flesh, of 
bodies in motion and bodies meeting and bodies dying and coming to rest. 

“When I put my hands on your body on your flesh I feel the history 
of that body. Not just the beginning of its forming in that distant lake  
but all the way beyond its ending... I am consumed in the sense of 
your weight the way your flesh occupies momentary space the fullness 
of it beneath my palms. I am amazed at how perfectly your body fits to 
the curves of my hands... If I could attach our blood vessels in order to 
anchor you to the earth to the present time to me I would...It makes 
me weep to feel the movement of your flesh beneath my palms as you 
twist and turn over to one side to create a series of gestures to reach up 
around my neck to draw me nearer. All these moments will be lost in 
time like tears in the rain.”12
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12. 

I wake up early in the city’s morning cobalt and stare at your scapulae. Thus 
flooded, I close my eyes : our two meager frames canting drunkenly down 
the moonlit forest service road, then sitting amidst the bracken filth of Islay 
Creek, then naked and freezing in the sunset off Eld Inlet, skin pimpled, 
searching. Across temporalities, a voraciousness of separation by joining hands: 
puddles of semen in the moss, tongues lacing in boxcar’s darkness, thighs 
silkily slipping against one another in the warmth of this bed. I open my eyes 
again, and slowly place my arm over your chest and my head closer to your 
rank, sweet scent.
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13. Water

The conspiratorial whisper and the intimate gesture, the lover reaching 
towards the neck or nestling closer to the small of the back—these can be as 
oppositional as any more explicit expression of rage found in Wojnarowicz’s 
work. They are often not placed in front of an audience, but when they 
are, they are eclipses so strong that we often have to look away lest we start 
weeping or go blind. 

The man’s hand hanging outside the prison window, waving flowers to his 
lover who cannot reach them or see them or him, since he is in the cell 
next door. 
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14. 

The reconciliation of despair for the world and love for some within it is a 
conundrum, a near-impossibility, for many people. These people rely on hope 
for a better future, a feel-good yammering  about ‘community,’ the need to 
build spaces for hope to bloom. Well, I believe Wojnarowicz when he writes 
that hope “is a chain of submission”13— it offers only an assuaging of guilt 
and a deluded sense that change is palpably near in our world’s march to-
wards the gaping maw of apocalypse. Hope is an enemy of insight.

A few months ago, when I voiced this opinion in a public forum mostly 
populated by current and former ACT-UP members and Gay Shame reform-
ists, I was shouted down via an interruption from another audience member, 
who paraphrased Wojnarowicz, saying something about the individual having 
the power of the H-bomb. Everyone clapped and seemed happy about what 
they saw as a contradicting opinion. 

But the H-bomb was, and may again be, one of the most destructive forc-
es ever created by humankind. Many in the audience failed to realize that 
the statement is not one imbued with hope for reform, but with a desire 
for a destruction, a levelling of monolithic power. Altering the veneer of 
this power so it appears more friendly and amenable to the population over 
which it casts its shadow? That’s like mending a garment— the substance of 
the thing remains the same. A glossy new monolith is still a monolith.
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Of course, the question to such doom-saying then becomes, “What is there 
to believe in, to live for?” The mistake of the question is that it betrays the 
belief that hopelessness and an active pursuit of an anti-future is antipathetic 
to love. Caring deeply for another person is not dependent on banalities such 
as society or government—  love exists entirely outside of temporal concerns, 
though its display can be punished or buoyed by the messy world which it 
hovers outside of. Unlike the monolith, it cannot be levelled, as love’s con-
stancy of metamorphosis does not allow it to be immediately recognized. It is 
the anti-monolith. 
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15. 

When it was certain that he was going to die, it became clear to Wojnarowicz 
that the queer and outsider and outlaw status that he’d been handed most 
of his life wasn’t really a detriment, but “a wedge that was slowly separating 
[him] from a sick society.”14 His response was not just to value his separation 
and his desires for the abolition of oppressive structures, but to contemplate 
his own relation to those whom he was close to. Wojnarowicz writes, 

“I wished for years and years that I could separate into ten versions of 
myself in order to give each person I loved a part of myself forever, and 
have some left over to drift across landscapes and maybe even go into 
death or areas which were deadly, and have enough of me to survive 
the deaths of one or two of me. I thought this was appropriate for all 
my desires but I never figured out how to manage it and now I am in 
danger of losing the only one of me around. I’m in danger of losing my 
life and what gesture can convey or stop this possibility? What gesture 
of hands or mind can shut it down in its invisible tracks? Nothing. And 
that saddens me.”15

The clarity of such desire and sadness betrays Wojnarowicz’s immense love de-
spite the hate and vitriol and horrific state of everything around us, “a country 
slowly dying beyond our grasp.”16 His body slowly dying beyond his grasp. No 
way of stopping these gears and cycles moving forward and reproducing 

leaving terror-show husks of themselves behind for whatever future genera-
tion there may or may not be.
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16. 

So many urned ashes and bodies wasted in soil.

The recent documentary about ACT UP, How to Survive a Plague, drove 
the years of dying straight into my consciousness in a way that only 
Wojnarowicz’s writings and artwork had done before. Still, the film’s lauda-
tory final minutes betray the poor class analysis contained within its digitized 
artifact-making—many of the men who were integral to ACT UP and TAG 
are still alive because they were able to get their hands on life-prolonging 
drug combinations. While I am buoyed by their survival and their strug-
gle, I cannot help but wonder about those who passed because they could 
not afford the drugs, because they were poor. Even today, there are tens of 
thousands of people infected with HIV in the United States who cannot 
afford Atripla or any number of other effective treatments, and once again, 
the government will not take action because the FDA and the NIH and the 
politicians are all at the mercy of the pharmaceutical industry and its lobby-
ing efforts. Capital breeds life, and capital bleeds life.

There is a man whom I pass in my car or on my bicycle nearly every day, and 
whom I have seen camping in an abandoned parking lot under the high-
way overpasses close to my current house. He holds a sign that says “HIV 
POSITIVE AND HOMELESS. ANYTHING HELPS.” I’ve seen this man 
get spit on by people outside of the strip-mall where he begs, and I’ve seen 
people tell him he’d be better off dead. I’ve also seen people ignore him, 
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because they don’t want his tragedy to break the comfortable consciousness 
they inhabit. 

These are the times when I most wish that I had spare coins, or extra rooms, 
but I don’t. I cannot offer him anything except what modicum of compas-
sion I have left, because most of it has been stripped and refined into a fury 
that I can only pretend to contain for so much longer. 
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17. Untitled (Mexican Mummy)

These are the last six sentences in Close to the Knives: “Meat. Blood. Memory. 
War. We rise to greet the State, to confront the State. Smell the flowers while 
you can.”17

I couldn’t find the site of his supposed memorial when I tried to find it many 
ummers ago in Miller Run Cemetary, a huge expanse in Cameron County, 
Pennsylvania, near the New York border. I walked around for a couple hours 
with two patient friends, listening to the cicadas and feeling the beginning of 
June brush my skin. I hadn’t eaten anything all day except a Budweiser in the 
morning, and I was starting to feel delirious. In the distance, an abandoned 
factory. Somewhere in this juxtaposition of bygone pastorality and industrial 
death, there was a ghost I could feel, the weight of him pressing against me, 
and still pressing against me now on the other side of this ruined continent.
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